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Abstract 
The vision of the Celtic-Initiative project Madeira is to provide novel technologies for a logically meshed 
Network Management System that facilitates self-management and dynamic behaviour of nodes within 
networks. These approaches should enable adaptable services and the management of network elements 
of increasing number, heterogeneity and transience, thereby reducing OPEX. In this paper, we set the 
scope for investigations within the project and give an outline of our approach. We present a scenario 
that challenges today’s state of the art in Network Management and upon which we are building our case 
study for a detailed investigation of feasibility. Finally, we describe a preliminary conceptual system 
architecture and application data model, and give an insight into the expected final project results. 

1. Introduction 
In today’s telecommunications systems, management is mostly achieved through an inflexible, static 
architecture. As networks are becoming larger and more heterogeneous and exhibit dynamic behaviour, 
this approach is inadequate. The Madeira project addresses one of the key issues within the 
telecommunications management sector: the inability of existing Network Management Systems to adapt 
and evolve towards the service and network system requirements of large-scale ubiquitous networks. 

Currently deployed management systems are constrained by rigid interoperability standards such as 
M.3100 [1] and SNMP [2]. They use static rather than dynamic or self-aware control paradigms and rigid 
architectures that restrict flexibility and distribution, resulting in implementations with limited capabilities 
to cater for very large numbers of managed entities and dynamically forming networks of transient 
elements. 

Taking middleware and management as an example, two different aspects can be seen today: Distributed 
systems access classic management systems and legacy systems are used to manage distributed 
applications. Here, a few middleware concepts and many different products are used in parallel. 
Furthermore, management platforms are used as a layer of abstraction for business level management. 
Middleware concepts, object specifications, protocols and data formats are designed specifically to 
support distribution, not management functionality. By integrating both aspects, the Madeira project aims 
to provide a holistic view (framework) following principles e.g. described in [3]. 

The objective of the Madeira project is to investigate large-scale distribution techniques in Network 
Management. Our approach is to build a prototype system using the peer-to-peer paradigm [4]. We will 
show how this architectural technique can be used to solve challenging management problems in next-
generation networks and analyse how such an approach, exploiting P2P characteristics such as self 



organisation, symmetric communications and distributed control [5][6], will lead to significant reductions 
in OPEX and a more adaptive network control than in today’s systems. 

The Madeira project aims at providing an innovative architectural framework, requisite interface 
protocols, standards, and a reference software implementation. In particular, Madeira will develop a case 
study focusing on the relationship between fault and configuration management in a dynamically forming 
network with transient elements, considering the perspectives of the equipment vendor, the service 
provider, and the network operator. 

In the following sections, we first outline the Madeira approach in more detail, then discuss a scenario 
that challenges current Network Management approaches, and present a high level (preliminary) 
architecture of our system. Finally we summarise the current status of our work in Madeira so far, and 
give an insight into the expected final project results. 

2. Our Approach 
In this section we give a short overview on our approach within the Madeira project and establish the 
context of the preliminary results presented in this paper.  

The starting point for the definition of our system architecture is the analysis of requirements taken from 
various sources. The top-level requirements originate from the scope as defined in the Madeira project 
description [7]. These requirements encompass the type and characteristics of the networks, operational 
goals, and the design paradigms and principles that we wish to evaluate. The requirements are analysed at 
a high level in an “Architectural Spike” described later in this paper. These sources allow us to derive 
both architectural and interface requirements. 

The above analysis resulted in the selection of the following categories of requirements that are of 
particular interest to the project and capture the critical issues to be addressed by the Madeira architecture. 

Table 1: Important categories of architectural requirements for Madeira 

Distributability Self-Awareness & Observability Auditability 

Scalability Autonomy Information Consistency 

Interoperability Security & Trust Messaging 

Guided by this categorisation, lower-level requirements (both functional and non-functional) are derived. 
The detailed functional requirements are derived from the scenario investigated in the case study. The 
case study is focused on examining a vertical slice of a selected Network Management area in the context 
of the Madeira architecture, from the Network Element right through to the Network Management 
System. This scenario, and the challenges it poses for Network Management, will be described in more 
detail in the following section.  

A core aspect of Madeira is the application of a Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach [8] to data 
modelling and manipulation, and showing how Network Management data activities can be captured and 
represented in a truly distributed, asynchronous system. The objective for modelling is the integration of 
communications management and software platform middleware concepts to Network Management, 
while maintaining independence from concrete software technologies. This serves as a basis to develop 
communication service platforms with integrated management facilities that enable communication 
applications, services and resources to be used, controlled, operated, administered and maintained in a 
unified way. Two major activities, information mapping and system management, will offer 
transformation mechanisms to map Network Management data information across identified levels and 
manage entities of those levels. 

Having the requirements in place – as a result of an ongoing iterative process – and the modelling 
approach defined, subsequent design iterations are being outlined, following proven architectural 
strategies [9][10]. The results of the first iteration of our modelling approach and system architecture 
(named “architectural spike”) are presented in section 4. 

Finally, a proof-of-concept prototype realising the scenario identified in the case study will develop a 
vertical slice of Madeira concepts in operation, using a suitable software platform. As already mentioned, 
the focus of this case study concentrates on the functional areas of configuration and fault management 
and the relationship between them. Differentiation between faulty network behaviour and normal network 



behaviour for transient or moving elements is an area of particular interest. In this context, it is important 
to investigate how far the traditional functional decomposition within Network Management (FCAPS) 
can be preserved and where redefinitions will be useful or even required. Note that in this paper we can 
only introduce the scenario and highlight its challenges for Network Management, as a starting point of 
the case study; the results of any further investigations based on our implementation will be published in a 
future paper. 

3. The Scenario 
Let us highlight the problem domain and the focus of our case study in a concrete example of a 
heterogeneous, dynamically forming network. For simplicity, a meshed wireless LAN is considered here. 
Please note that our scenario is equally applicable for any type of network, wireless or wired. 

The scenario for the Madeira project must satisfy three criteria: It needs to be 

• challenging; providing a number of tasks used to exercise the Madeira management approach. 

• grounded; it must describe identifiable, familiar, and realistic management problems that could, 
or better, do arise. 

• practical; it must be possible to demonstrate on a small scale on real, available, and inexpensive 
network equipment; and it must also be possible to simulate. 

The traditional method of deploying a wireless network is to use a wired network for backhaul by 
connecting wireless base stations at various points. The wireless base stations are deployed independently 
of each others’ backhaul. 

In a wireless meshed network, wireless base stations as in a traditional wireless network configuration. 
Each base station may or may not have a wired connection to a backhaul network. The wireless network 
sector of each base station co-operates with the surrounding sectors to provide backhaul connectivity to 
all network elements connected to the meshed network. Only some of the network sectors are connected 
directly to a wired backhaul network and thus to external networks. Other sectors of the wireless meshed 
network use adjacent sectors for external connectivity. 

Challenges to be resolved in this context include: 

• How the management functionality might support deployment of a W-LAN meshed network at a 
venue where only a subset of the W-LAN access points are connected directly to a wired 
network. 

• How such a meshed network might be configured so that stations can connect externally using 
any of the W-LAN access points. 

• How redundancy can be configured on the W-LAN network for both access points and stations. 
• How reconfiguration of the meshed network might be performed when an access point failure 

occurs. 
• How faults are evaluated, weighted and reported given that in some situations access point 

failure is non-catastrophic, triggering an automatic reconfiguration, and in other cases access 
point failure requires the intervention of an operator for restoring connectivity. 

A set of scenes have been identified, for each of which the challenges are described, and the detailed steps 
of the scene are given, both from the network’s and the operator’s point of view. 

3.1. Wireless Meshed Network Formation and Re-Formation 

After the wireless base stations have been deployed at the venue under consideration (think of a large 
conference in an exhibition centre), the operator asks the management function of the network to set up a 
wireless meshed network. 
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Figure 1: Typical Primary and Secondary Mesh Connectivity 

The management function sets up the wireless meshed network. The network depicted in Figure 1 shows 
a possible resulting connectivity. Each base station has a primary path to one of the available LAN 
gateway points and a secondary path to another one. The management function ensures that a network 
element in any exhibition space can connect to at least two base stations. Each base station requires two 
external connections (Internet) for redundancy purposes. 

A base station can have three capabilities: 

• Providing wireless connectivity to network elements 

• Acting as a gateway for external connectivity 

• Bridging connections for other base stations 

Figure 1 shows a sample configuration for the meshed network. All the base stations in the network 
provide wireless connectivity for network elements. BS04, BS21, and BS23 act as gateways for the 
meshed networks. All base stations can be configured to bridge connections. 
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Figure 2: Base Station Capabilities for a Network Subset 



Figure 2 shows how the base stations might be configured in the mesh for a subset of the network. The 
primary connection of BS00 uses BS10 as a bridging node and BS21 as its gateway node; the secondary 
connection of BS00 uses BS01, BS02, and BS03 as bridging nodes and BS04 as its gateway node. BS12 
connects directly to gateway nodes BS23 and BS21 for its primary and secondary connections 
respectively. BS24 connects directly to BS23 for its primary connection and bridges over BS14 to 
gateway BS04 for its secondary connection. 

Gateway nodes are directly connected to the wired LAN and thus do not bridge for their primary 
connection. They must bridge for their secondary connections. In Figure 2, BS21 uses BS23 as a gateway 
for its secondary connection and bridges over BS22 to reach it. 

It is important to note that this scene is not only relevant in the beginning (after initial deployment), but 
applies to all changes to the configuration: The organizers may move some base stations around, add new 
ones, or face changed performance requirements. Each of these cases would result in a re-formation of the 
meshed network. 

Scene Challenges: Management functionality configures primary and secondary backhaul 
connectivity for all base stations (Network Formation) 

 Meshed network adapts to utilize extra resources or if reconfiguration is 
required (Network Reconfiguration) 

Operator Perspective: The operator asks the management functionality to build (re-form) a wireless 
meshed network. S/he provides the management functionality with some 
parameters such as the level of redundancy required, the maximum number of 
bridged base stations to use in a connection, and the identities of the gateway 
base stations. The management function sets up (adapts) the meshed network 
and reports back to the operator. The operator can then carry out some tests to 
ensure that all base stations are connected and that test network elements can 
connect using the meshed network. The operator then declares the meshed 
network to be operational. 

Management Issues: How are nodes partitioned; what is the best selection process? 

 What mechanism is used to do resource discovery? 

 Where is the state information for the mesh stored and cached? 

 Is there an overseer (Super Peer) to resolve conflicts? 

 In case of reconfiguration: 

 How are existing users affected by this operation? 

 What criteria are used to initiate this operation; monitoring or operator 
action? 

 Who/what stores the new topology information or is there any such cache? 

Domain Specific Issues: How is IP routing set up in this context? 

3.2. Example of a Network Fault: Preferred Base Station Failure 

Up to now we have considered only configuration management (CM) related issues. Let us now look at 
one example of a failure of one component in the network. Although one of the most simple cases to be 
considered, it will already be evident that the relationship between fault management (FM) and CM 
becomes non-trivial in a dynamic self-adapting network. 

In this scene, the base station being used by wireless equipment fails. The important requirement is that 
the management functionality re-configures the meshed network, exactly as described in the previous 
scene. 

The wireless equipment switches over to an alternative base station, using that base station’s primary path 
for external connectivity. All services remain available and are not interrupted. 



The meshed network’s fault management function issues an X.733 compliant alarm on its northbound 
interface (towards the operator) with a perceived severity of “warning”, since no service for the user is 
being affected. The raised alarm already comprises the result of the automatic reconfiguration triggered 
by the management function. Nevertheless the operator has to be informed, in order to get the possibility 
to repair / replace the base station that is out of order. 

Scene Challenge: Meshed network reports fault and adapts its backhaul connectivity to deal with 
base station failure 

Operator Perspective: The operator is informed by an alarm that a preferred base station has failed 
and that the management functionality has re-formed the wireless meshed 
network. S/he can view the report generated by the management functionality 
and carry out some tests to ensure that all base stations are connected and that 
test network elements can connect using the meshed network. The operator 
may then repair or replace the failed base station and carry out a wireless 
network re-formation as described in the previous scene in section 3.1 to bring 
that base station back into the meshed network. The management functionality 
will then cease the alarm. 

Management Issues: Where is the reported fault sent? How are alarms from different sources 
correlated? 

 What distinguishes a fault from a dynamic reconfiguration? 

 Where is automatic reconfiguration triggered? 

Domain Specific Issues: In the recovery scenario, how is IP address allocation resolved? 

An illustration of this scene is given in a further simplified picture of the mesh network in Figure 3. It is 
evident that the base station failure of BS x may be detected from either the connected wireless equipment 
(as already described) or another BS y that uses BS x for bridging, or another BS z that is used by BS x 
for bridging. All of these are possible sources of an alarm that has to be distributed in the mesh network, 
indicated by red arrows. At some nodes these alarms have to be correlated, in order to trigger the required 
automatic repair action, and to present meaningful information to the operator. 
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Figure 3: Alarm flows and network reconfiguration in case of a base station failure 

This simple example already allows analyzing some general FM issues like alarm/event coordination / 
correlation between distributed nodes and automatic reconfiguration. Other types of network faults or 
combinations of faults pose more challenges to Network Management, such as 



• correlation between reconfiguration events (CM) and alarms (FM), 

• dependency of the “final alarm” shown to the operator on the result of reconfiguration, 

• faults resulting in isolated autonomous network parts (“islands”), with different information 
available, where the work flow for restoring the problem has to be coordinated, 

• synchronisation between such temporarily isolated parts, after connectivity has been restored, 

• modelling of the state of the network for arbitrary combinations and multiplicities of faults. 

4. Madeira High-Level Architecture 
Management of the Meshed Network scenario presented in the previous chapter poses many challenges if 
a traditional approach is adapted. The current generation of management architectures are hierarchical. 
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Figure 4: Traditional hierarchical Network Management approach 

Fault management is event based using SNMP traps, CORBA notifications and text-based printouts. 
These events are propagated up through each management layer; with correlation being applied using 
static topology data (see Figure 4). 

Configuration management of connectivity is file based, with data files being generated manually or by 
off-line planning tools, using static topology data stored in management systems. These files are “run” on 
network elements, by the element managers or NMSs, thereby applying the configuration changes, and 
updating the topology data. Configuration management for services is command-response based, with 
commands propagated down from service management to the network elements and responses going in 
the opposite direction. The service management system that issues service configuration requests to the 
network uses static topology data stored in the management systems to implement service provisioning. 

The traditional approach as outlined above does not sufficiently support the two new networking concepts 
of (a) Dynamic Change of Network Topology and (b) Dynamic Change of Network Element Role, as can 
be seen in the following challenges to traditional systems: 

1. Dynamic network reconfiguration difficult if based on off-line file mechanisms. 
2. Traditional approaches assume that every network is always connected to the hierarchical 

management system. Elements in a meshed network may be disconnected from upper 
management layers during reconfiguration or for extended periods. 

3. Dynamic and time-based topology information is hard to handle if alarm correlation assumes 
that topology information is static. 

4. Service provisioning assumes that the network capabilities are static; in a meshed network, the 
service capabilities of the network can change over time. 

5. Current configuration applications assume that the features offered by network elements is static 
or configurable by management request; in a dynamic network, network element roles can 
change as the network connectivity changes. 



Peer-to-peer systems can help resolve these problems as they are a means of responding to a distributed 
and dynamic problem with a distributed and dynamic approach. This has been shown widely, e.g. in file 
sharing environments (Napster, Gnutella). Madeira picks up this idea, stating that the management of 
distributed and dynamic networks requires a distributed and dynamic management approach. 

The management system then turns into a collection of peers, forming an overlay P2P network and 
exchanging information with each other on an east-west interface (in addition to the standard north-south 
orientation in today’s management approaches). If you look at those interfaces in terms of management 
views or roles, the following are relevant for each peer, in addition to NMS core internal functions (the 
Core View, acting as a transaction mediator between all of the other views): 

• Manager of network elements, via Southbound interface (NE View) 

• Access to an information repository (Database View) 

• Exchange of information with other peers, via East-West or P2P interface (Peer View) 

• Presentation to a human operator (Operator View) 

• Delivering information to a higher, i.e. OSS, layer, via Northbound interface (Service View) 

In a similar way of reasoning, this concept can also be applied to network elements: New types of 
network elements, in addition to being managed by an NMS, may have the capability to exchange 
management information with their peers autonomously, by means of an overlaid P2P management 
network. Legacy network elements lacking this capability are integrated by means of proxies, using the 
peers’ southbound interfaces as defined before. 

Figure 5 illustrates this concept of views for both “NMS elements” and NEs. In comparing the diagrams 
the similarities between an NMS and an NE on this level become evident. 
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Figure 5: Network management system views (left picture) and Network element views 

(right picture) 

As a further step within this approach, the (new type) network elements and “NMS elements” can be 
thought on the same layer of the logical P2P network, which merges the southbound interface of an NMS 
into the P2P interface. In this regard, a management element could be considered as just a special type of 
network element, or vice versa. Similarly, a northbound interface to a higher layer – that itself supports a 
P2P interface – could also be replaced. Thus one can draw the following picture of an ideal P2P 
management system, as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Network management system views in an ideal P2P system 



From a modelling point of view, the Madeira system architecture is composed of a set of Adaptive 
Management Components (AMCs). These AMCs are framework components, which have the ability to 
exchange and export Network Management information between peer management applications. The 
AMC is only bound directly to a software platform middleware and Network Management technology 
when a transformation has been made from a Platform Independent Model to the Platform Specific 
Model. The AMCs are deployed as an overlay network, communicating using the peer-to-peer paradigm. 
Relating this concept to the scenario as described before, one could think of deploying a package to each 
of the involved nodes (both base stations and wireless equipment) that creates and makes use of the 
overlay P2P management network. 

The following steps represent the foundation of this approach: 

The first step, the development step, supports the creation of with an appropriate formal notation for the 
specification of an AMC. Defining an AMC in an MDA [8] context requires a mechanism of 
metamodeling to be employed. A metamodel is “a precise definition of the constructs and rules needed 
for creating semantic models” [11]. 

The Madeira Meta Model is the basis of a formal notation language. This Madeira Meta Model decouples 
the core management component from any concrete middleware, provides a simple, unified interface to 
the P2P functionality and introduces basic management functionality transparent to the core management 
component. 

The second step is the execution environment for an AMC. For this part a heavy lean on Active Network 
concepts has been made. In the execution environment, active AMC nodes can perform customised 
operations on payloads contained within the Network Management information. Such operations can be 
defined by users who inject programs into the network to customise the processing of user and/or 
application specific data. The execution environment has three layers with each layer providing a unified 
access to its functionality via one or more APIs. 

1. The Application Protocol, transports information between AMC application components. The 
protocol supports construction of management hierarchies, addressing of hierarchies, scoping, 
filtering, and transactions. 

2. The Application Programming Interface (API) decouples AMC application components from 
software middleware technology and enables the seamless integration of management 
functionality into communication applications. 

3. The AMC application services realise the naming of objects; enabling the mapping of Meta 
Schema specified information to directories through the usage of type and data repositories for 
applications and Madeira architecture components. 

The final step is the deployment of the components and the distributed system itself. Here, a number of 
tools are provided for the configuration of the P2P system. These tools are offered in form of an 
administration application. This application is able to visualize information about the actual state of 
AMCs, including instantiated objects, request counts, runtime behaviour, monitoring, and log 
information. 

An illustration of this concept is given in Figure 7, showing the context of AMCs, the API, the 
Application Protocol and various Application Services. 

 
Figure 7: Madeira Modelling Approach 

Specification of the components and interfaces introduced in this section is a main goal for the ongoing 
design activities in Madeira. Further issues to be addressed are the coexistence with legacy Network 
Management approaches (following an evolutionary strategy) and investigating how this architecture fits 
into the TMN e-TOM [12] process framework. 



5. Conclusions and Future Work 
At this early phase of the project, most of the work has been focused on describing key requirements and 
a challenging scenario for a distributed management system. In this paper we have sketched our approach, 
presented a scenario for focussing our further investigations, and pointed out some of the key issues that 
are difficult to address with standard approaches. Further we have presented a high level architecture of a 
logically meshed Network Management System, serving as an “architectural spike”, as the first iteration 
in an iterative design process. 

The ideas presented here give rise to further iterations in specifying requirements, architectural design and 
modelling. Most of all, the concepts shall now come to life, based on the Madeira software platform and 
the scenario as described in section 3. 

Final project results are expected to be: 

• The specification of an architecture for a distributed NMS through an advanced computing 
framework to support management operations that are massively distributed in nature and across 
dynamically forming networks.  

• A set of standardised vertical (northbound) interface definitions between the NMS and the OSS. 

• A set of standardised horizontal interface definitions between NMS elements that allow a high degree 
of inter-working between the management systems of various network domains.  

• Exploration and definition of a new relationship between Configuration and Fault Management for 
transient dynamic network elements, as a starting point in reconsidering the classical functional areas 
of Network Management. 

• Provide a means of rapidly and efficiently describing and programming management operations that 
form Network Management applications, through the adaptation of novel application and data 
modelling techniques. 
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